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ON THE NON-AMENABILITY OF THE REFLECTIVE
QUOTIENT I: THE RATIONAL CASE
CHEN MEIRI
Abstract. Let O(f,Z) be the integral orthogonal group of an integral quadratic
form f of signature (n, 1). Let R(f,Z) be the subgroup of O(f,Z) generated by all
hyperbolic reflections. Vinberg [Vi1, Vi3] proved that if n ≥ 30 then the reflective
quotient O(f,Z)/R(f,Z) is infinite. In this note we generalize Vinberg’s theorem
and prove that if n ≥ 92 then O(f,Z)/R(f,Z) contains a non-abelian free group
(and thus it is not amenable).
1. Introduction
Let f be an integral quadratic form of signature (n, 1). The integral orthogo-
nal group O(f,Z) has an index two subgroup O+(f,Z) which is a discrete group
of motions of the n-dimensional hyperbolic space. The reflection subgroup R(f,Z)
is the subgroup generated by all hyperbolic reflections in O+(f,Z). Since a conju-
gate of a hyperbolic reflection is also a hyperbolic reflection, R(f,Z) is a normal
subgroup of of O(f,Z). The reflection subgroup R(f,Z) and reflective quotient
O(f,Z)/R(f,Z) play an important role in many geometric situations (see [Do] and
the reference therein). However, the exact structure of O(f,Z)/R(f,Z) is known
only for some quadratic forms in relatively small dimensions. Let fn be the unique
odd unimodular quadratic form of signature (n, 1). Vinberg [Vi2] found the struc-
ture of O(fn,Z) and O(fn,Z)/R(fn,Z) for for n ≤ 17. This result was extended
by Vinberg and Kaplinskaya to n ≤ 19. In all these cases the reflective quotient is
finite. Conway [Co] proved that if q is the unique even unimodular quadratic form
of signature (25, 1) then O+(q,Z)/R(q,Z) is isomorphic to the isometry group of
the Leech lattice. Conway’s result is an example where the reflective quotient is
infinite but amenable. Borcherds [Bo2] found the structure of O(fn,Z)/R(fn,Z) for
20 ≤ n ≤ 24, in these case the reflective quotient is infinite and isomorphic to a
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2 CHEN MEIRI
direct limit of finite groups. There are several other works which deals with other
quadratic form of relatively small dimensions.
When n is large, the exact structure of the reflective quotient is not known and
the results are more qualitative. Vinberg’s theorem [Vi1, Vi2] implies that if n ≥
30 then the reflective quotient O(f,Z)/R(f,Z) is infinite for any f . A stronger
theorem with respect to odd unimodular quadratic forms fn was proven by Borcherds
[Bo2]; When n ≥ 25 is congruent to 2,3 or 6 modulo 8 then the reflective quotient
O(fn,Z)/O(fn,Z) is a non-trivial amalgamated free product (not necessarily of finite
groups). The main theorem of this note is:
Theorem 1. Let L ⊆ Qn+1 be a lattice and let f be a quadratic form of signa-
ture (n, 1) which takes integral values on L. If n ≥ 92 then the reflective quotient
O(f, L)/R(f, L) contains a non-abelian free subgroup.
By combining Theorem 1 with the results of [Br] we get:
Corollary 2. Let n ≥ 92 and let f be a classically integral quadratic form of signa-
ture (n, 1). Let Hn be the n-dimensional hyperbolic space and let Γ be a finite index
subgroup of R(f,Z). Then the bottom of the L2-spectrum of the Riemann manifold
Γ \Hn is positive.
The following proposition is a key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.
Proposition 3. There exist three non-equivalent even integral positive definite qua-
dratic forms of discriminant 2 and dimension 41 which do no represent the number
2.
Remark. If k ≤ 3 then there do not exist three non-equivalent even integral posi-
tive definite quadratic forms of discriminant 2 and dimension 8k + 1 which do not
represent 2. Such forms probably exist for k = 4 and then the bound 92 in Theorem
1 could be improved to 76.
Remark. In a paper in preparation we extend the results of this note to gen-
eral arithmetic lattices in O(n, 1) for large n, which come from quadratic forms over
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number fields, including the case of anisotropic forms.
Acknowledgment. The author is thankful to Peter Sarank for asking him if the
reflective quotient is always non-amenable in large enough dimensions and for many
helpful discussions.
2. Proof of Theorem 1
Preliminaries. Let L ⊆ Qn be a lattice and let f be a quadratic form of signature
(n, 1) which is defined on Rn+1 and takes integral values on L. For every x, y ∈ Rn+1
define (x, y) := 1
4
(f(x+y)−f(x−y)). The form (·, ·) is bilinear on Rn+1. By replacing
f with 2f is necessary, we can assume that f is classically integral on L. (Classically
integral means that (v, u) is an integer for every v, u ∈ L.)
Let k be a positive integer. Every one of the connected components of the hy-
perboloid {x ∈ Rn+1 | f(x) = −k} is a model for the n-dimensional hyperbolic
space. Let H be one of these components. Let O+(f, L) the subgroup of O(f, L)
preserving H. The group O+(f, L) has index two in O(f, L) and every one of its
elements acts as a hyperbolic isometry of H. An element v ∈ L is called primitive
if 1
m
v does not belong to L for every m ≥ 2. An element v ∈ L is called isotropic if
f(v) = 0. A non-isotropic primitive element v ∈ L is called a root if the linear map
rv : Rn+1 → Rn+1 defined by
(1) rv(x) = x− 2(v, x)
f(v)
v
preserves L. Since every root v is a primitive element, the requirement that rv
preserves L is equivalent to the requirement that for every u ∈ L, the number 2(v,u)
f(v)
is an integer. A root v is called positive or negative depending on whether f(v) > 0
or f(v) < 0. Let R+(f, L) and R−(f, L) be the set of positive roots and the set of
negative roots respectively. If v is a positive root of L then rv belongs to O
+(f, L) and
it is a hyperbolic reflection in the hyperbolic hyperplane Hv := {x ∈ H | (v, x) = 0}.
However, if v is a negative root then rv belongs to O(f, L) but not to O
+(f, L). In
this case, the map cv := −rv belongs to O+(f, L) and it is a Cartan involution whose
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base point u is the intersection of the linear subspace {αv | α ∈ R} ⊆ Rn+1 with H.
Thus, cv fixes u and reverses the geodesic passing through u.
Let D◦ be a connected component of H \ ∪v∈R+(f,L)Hv. The closure D of D◦ is a
fundamental domain for R(f, L) and D◦ is the interior of D. Every g ∈ O+(f, L) per-
mutes the positive roots and thus also the connected components ofH\∪v∈R+(f,L)Hv.
It follows that O+(f, L) is the semidirect product
(2) O+(f, L) = R(f, L)oStab(D◦)
where Stab(D◦) is the stabilizer of D◦ under the action of O+(f, L) on the compo-
nents. The group Stab(D) is naturally isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(D) where
Aut(D) is the symmetry group of the polyhedron D.
Step A: We start with the special case L = Z42 and f = q where q is the unique
(up to equivalence) even unimodular quadratic form of signature (41, 1). We choose
H := {x ∈ R42 | q(x) = −2} as a model for the 41-dimensional hyperbolic space.
Since q is even and unimodular, an element v ∈ L is a positive root if and only if
q(v) = 2. Similarly, an element v ∈ L is a negative root if and only if q(v) = −2.
Thus, if v is a negative root then either v or −v is the base point of −rv. For every
element v ∈ Z42 let O(v) be its orbit under O+(q, L).
Lemma 4. If v, u, w ∈ D◦ are negative roots and O(v), O(u) and O(w) are distinct
then the group generated by the Cartan involutions cv, cu and cv contains a non-
abelian free group. In particular, if such v, u and w exist then O(q, L)/R(q, L)
contains a free group.
Proof. We start by showing that any geodesic in H intersects non-trivially at most
2 orbits of negative roots. Let l be a geodesic which contains at least two negative
roots. Choose two negative roots v1 and v2 on l with minimal distance. The negative
root v3 := cv1(v2) belongs to l and v1 is between v2 and v3. The Cartan involution
cv fixes v and inverses the geodesics in v so dist(v1, v2) = dist(v1, v3) =
1
2
dist(v2, v3).
The map g := cv1cv2 is a hyperbolic translation along l with translation length
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dist(v2, v3). If v4 is any negative root on l then there exists m ∈ Z such that gm(v4)
belongs to the geodesic segment [v2, v3] ⊆ l. Since dist(v1, v2) is minimal, gm(v4)
equals to v1 or v2 or v3. Thus, v4 belongs to O(v1) or O(v2). Hence, it is not possible
that v, u and w are contained in the same geodesic.
Let l1 be the geodesic containing v and u and let l2 be the geodesic containing v
and w. As before, g1 := cvcu and g2 := cvcw are hyperbolic translations along l1 and
l2 with translation lengths 2 dist(v, u) and 2 dist(v, w). Since l1 and l2 do not meet
on the boundary of H there exists an m such that gm1 and gm2 generate a Schottky
group which is free of rank 2.
The Cartan involutions cv, cu, and cw belong to belong to the stabilizer of D
◦
since their base points belong to D◦. The last sentence of the Lemma follows from
Equation (2). 
Every negative root v induces an even integral positive definite quadratic form of
discriminant 2 on the orthogonal complement Lv := {u ∈ L | (v, u) = 0} of v. By
identifying Lv with Z41, v induces an equivalence class Q(v) of even integral positive
definite quadratic forms of discriminant 2 on Z41. Lemma 3.1.2 of [Bo1] implies
that the correspondence v 7→ Q(v) is a bijection between orbits of negative roots
and equivalence classes of even 41-dimensional positive definite quadratic forms of
discriminant 2. A negative root v ∈ H does not belong to ∪u∈R+(q,L)Hu if and only
if the quadratic forms in Q(v) do not represent the number 2. The reflection group
R(f, L) acts transitively on the connected components of ∪u∈R+(q,L)Hu. Thus, if
v ∈ H is a negative root then O(v) ∩D◦ 6= ∅ if and only if the quadratic forms in
Q(v) do not represent the number 2. Hence, Proposition 3 implies the existence of
v, u and w which satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 4. This completes the proof
that O(q,Z42)/R(q,Z42) contains a non-abelian free group.
Step B: Let L = Zn+1 and let
f(x1, . . . , xn+1) = αq(x1, . . . , x42)⊕ t(x43, . . . , xn+1)
where t is some classically integral positive definite quadratic form and, q is as in Step
A and α is some positive integer. Identify R42 with the subspace of Rn+1 consisting
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of the elements with zeros on their last n−41 entries. LetHn be one of the connected
components of {x ∈ Rn+1 | f(x) = −2α} and denoteH41 := Hn∩R42. ChooseHn as
a model for the hyperbolic n-dimensional space and note that H41 can be identified
with the 41-dimensional hyperbolic space which was considered in Step A. The group
O(q,Z) can be identified with the subgroup of O(f,Z) consisting of the automorphs
which act as the identity on the last n−41 coordinates. Under these identifications,
the action of O+(q,Z) onH41 is just its usual action on the 41-dimensional hyperbolic
space. If v ∈ Z42 is a positive root of q then it is also a positive root of f . Hence,
the inclusion of O(q,Z) in O(f,Z) induces a homomorphism
ρ : O(q,Z)/R(q,Z)→ O(f,Z)/R(f,Z).
Thus, it will be enough to show that there exists a fundamental domain D ⊆ Hn
for R(f,Z) such that D ∩ H41 is a fundamental domain for R(q,Z). Indeed, if this
is true then ρ is invective and the result follows from Step A. In order to show that
such fundamental domain D exists, it is enough to prove that for every v ∈ R+(f, L)
either Hv ∩H41 = ∅ or Hv ∩H41 = H41 or Hv ∩H41 = Hw for some w ∈ R+(q,Z42).
Fix v ∈ R+(f, L) and let u be its projection into R42. If u = 0 then Hv ∩ H41 =
H41. If u 6= 0 and q(u) ≤ 0 then Hv ∩ H41 = ∅. We are left to deal with the case
q(u) > 0. Since v is a root, for every z ∈ L
2(v, z)
αq(u) + t(v − u) =
2(v, z)
f(v)
∈ Z
where as before (·, ·) is the bilinear form induced by f . By taking z = u we get
2αq(u)
αq(u) + t(v − u) =
2(v, u)
f(v)
∈ Z.
Since t is positive definite, there are only two possibilities. Either t(v − u) = αq(u)
or t(v − u) = 0 (and then v = u ∈ R42). It follows that in both cases 2(u,z)
αq(u)
is
integral for every z ∈ Z42. Hence, u is an integral multiply of some positive root
w ∈ R+(q,Z42) and Hv ∩H41 = Hw.
Step C: This step deals with the general case. The arguments closely follows the
ones in Vinberg’s proof [Vi3]. Let L ⊆ Qn be a lattice and let f be a quadratic form
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of signature (n, 1) defined on Rn+1 such that f is classically integral on L. Assume
for the moment that there exists a lattice L˜ with the following properties:
• L ⊆ L˜ ⊆ Qn+1
• L˜ is preserved by O(f, L).
• f is classically integral on L.
The group O(f, L) is a finite index subgroup of O(f, L˜). Since every root of L is
also a root of L˜, the inclusion induces a homomorphism
ρ : O(f, L)/R(f, L)→ O(f, L˜)/R(f, L˜)
and the image of ρ has finite index in O(f, L˜)/R(f, L˜). Thus, it is enough to prove
the result for L˜ and F˜ . The main idea is to find L˜ for which f is an orthogonal sum
as in Step B.
Let
L∗ := {v ∈ Qn+1 | ∀ u ∈ L. (v, u) ∈ Z}
be the adjoint lattice of L. The group L∗/L is a finite abelian group so it is a direct
sum of its p-Sylow subgroups. Each p-Sylow subgroup P is a direct sum of cyclic
p-groups. The sizes of the cyclic groups are uniquely determined by P and called
the invariant p-factors of L. If L has an invariant p-factor pm for some prime p and
m ≥ 2 then we can replace L with
Lˆ := {v + u | v ∈ L & u ∈ pL∗ ∩ p−1L}.
The form f is still classically integral on Lˆ and O(f, L) preserves Lˆ. In addition, Lˆ
has a smaller discriminant than L so after a finite number of such replacements we
will get a lattice L˜ with the following properties:
(i) L ⊆ L˜ ⊆ Qn+1 and f is classically integral on L˜
(ii) O(f, L) preserves L˜ and has a finite index in O(f, L˜)
(iii) For every prime p, every invariant p-factor of L˜ equals to 1 or p
We choose a Z-base for L˜ and identify it with Zn+1. We regard f = f(x1, . . . , xn+1)
as given in this base. Part (iii) implies that every form in the genus of f is properly
equivalent to f (Theorem 1.5 of Chapter 11 in [Ca]). Thus, if h is a classically
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integral quadratic form of signature (m, 1) and for every prime p there exists a p-
adic integral form sp such that f is Zp-equivalent to h ⊕ sp, then there exists an
integral positive definite quadratic form s such that f is Z-equivalent to h⊕ s. Part
(iii) implies that for every prime p there are p-adic integral forms s1,p and s2,p whose
discriminates are units such that
f(x1, . . . , xn+1) = s1,p(x1, . . . , xl)⊕ ps2,p(xl+1, . . . , xn+1)
and the dimension of at least one of them is greater than 46 (since n ≥ 92). If
the dimension of s1,p is grater than 46 define δp := 0, otherwise define δp := 1.
Let q be the unique even unimodular quadratic from of signature (41, 1) and define
α =
∏
p p
42δp .
Let p be a prime and denote αp := α/p
42δp , αp is a p-adic unit. Assume first that
p 6= 2. Every p-adic quadratic form of dimension m with a unit discriminant d is
Zp-equivalent to
x21 + · · ·+ x2m−1 + dx2m.
Since 47 ≥ 42 + 1, there exists an integral p-adic form wδp,p such that sδp,p is Zp-
equivalent to αpq ⊕ wp.
We are left to deal with the case p = 2. Every integral 2-adic quadratic form
of dimension at least 5 is isotropic. Thus, if h is a 2-adic quadratic form with a
unit discriminant and dimension at least 5, then h is equivalent to the sum h1 + h2
where h1 has dimension 2 and is equal to either 2x1x2 or to 2x1x2 + x
2
2. Moreover,
2x1x2 + (2x3x4 + x
2
4) is equivalent to (2x1x2 + x
2
2) + (2x3x4 + x
2
4). Since q is Z2-
equivalent to the sum of 21 copies of 2x1x2 and 47 = 2 · 22 + 3, a straightforward
argument shows that there exists a classically integral 2-adic form w2 such that sδ2,2
is Z2-equivalent to α2q ⊕ w2.
Hence, for every prime p, f is Zp-equivalent αq ⊕ tp for some p-adic classically
integral form tp. Thus, f is equivalent to αq⊕ t for some classically integral positive
definite quadratic from t and we can use Step B. This proof of Theorem 1 is now
complete.
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3. Proof of Proposition 3
There exist a vast literature about unimodular positive definite quadratic forms
which do not represent small positive integers. Let us mention two such results.
Conway and Thompson (Theorem 9.5 in [MH]) proved that for every positive integer
k there exists a positive number n(k) such that for every n ≥ n(k) there exists a
unimodular positive definite quadratic form of dimension n which does not represent
any integer smaller than k. Their proof uses a simple form of Siegel’s mass formula
and the computations are not complicated. King [Ki] proved that there are at
least 10,000,000 non-equivalent even unimodular positive definite quadratic forms
of dimension 32 which do not represent the number 2. King’s proof is based on the
general form of Siegel’s mass formula and the computation are more involved and
done by a computer.
We will prove Proposition 3 by combining the argument of Conway and Thomson
with King’s theorem. This strategy allows us to avoid tedious computations. While
the the statement if Proposition 3 is far from optimal, it is suitable for our needs.
Some preparation is needed before stating Siegel’s mass formula. Let f be a
positive definite integral quadratic form of dimension n. For every prime p and
every integer m, the p-density of f at m is defined to be
(3) Df−1p (m) := lim
k→∞
|{x¯ ∈ (Z/pkZ)n | f(x¯) = m mod (pk)}|
pk(n−1)
.
For every m there exists k0 such that if k ≥ k0 then the fraction inside the limit
does not depend on k so the limit is a rational number. The ∞-density at a point
y > 0 is defined to be
(4) Df−1∞ (y) := lim
r→0
µn(f
−1(Br(y)))
µ(Br(y))
where Br(m) is the ball of radius r around y and µ and µn the usual Lebesgue
measures on R and Rn. (It is also possible to define the p-density in a similar
manner to Equation (4) by replacing the Lebesgue measure with the normalized
Haar measures on Zp and Znp . It is easily verified that this definition is equivalent
to the one given by Equation (3).) The ∞-density is continuous as a function of y
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and
(5)
∫ y
0
Df−1∞ (t)dt = µn(f
−1[0, y]) = µn(B√y(0)) =
1√
disc(f)
ωny
n
2
where disc(f) is the discriminant of f and
(6) ωn :=
pi
n
2
Γ(n
2
+ 1)
.
Thus, for y > 0,
(7) Df−1∞ (y) =
n
2
√
disc(f)
ωny
n
2
−1
Note that the p-density Df−1p (m) and the ∞-density Df−1∞ (m) depend only on
the genus of f but not on f itself.
The are finitely many equivalence classes G1, . . . ,Gr of quadratic forms in the
genus of f . If two quadratic forms belong to the same equivalence class Gi then
their integral orthogonal groups have the same size which we denote by |O(Gi)|.
The weight of Gi is defined to be:
(8) wi := |O(Gi)|−1
/
r∑
j=1
|O(Gj)|−1 .
Let m be a positive integer and let g ∈ Gi. The number of times that g represents
m (i.e., the size of {v ∈ Zn | g(v) = m}) depends only on Gi and is denoted by
ri(m). (Since f and thus also g are positive definite ri(m) is finite.)
Siegel’s mass formula expresses the weighted-average number of integral represen-
tation of an integer m by quadratic forms in the genus of f in terms of the primes
and infinite densities.
Theorem (Siegel’s mass formula, [Si]). For every m 6= 0,
(9)
r∑
i=1
wiri(m) = εDf
−1
∞ (m)
∏
p
Df−1p (m)
where the product is over all the prime numbers and ε = 1
2
if n = 2 and ε = 1 if
n ≥ 3.
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Proof of Proposition 3. The first part of the proof is almost identical to the proof
of the theorem of Conway and Thompson which was stated above (Theorem 9.5 in
[MH]).
Let f be some fixed integral even positive definite quadratic forms of discriminant
2 and dimension 41 (which might represents 2). When computing the p-density of
f we can regard it as a Zp-integral quadratic form. The p-density D−1p (m) does not
depend on fp itself but only on the Zp-equivalence class of fp. If f is equivalent to
the sum g + h for some integral p-adic quadratic forms g and h, then the proof of
Lemma 9.4 in Chapter 2 of [MH] implies that
(10) sup
m∈Z
Df−1p (m) ≤ sup
m∈Z
Dg−1p (m).
Let p 6= 2 be a prime. It follows form the structure theorem of integral p-adic
quadratic forms (Theorem 3.1 of Chapter 8 in [Ca]) that f (when regraded as an
integral p-adic form) is equivalent to the sum of
(11) g(x1, . . . , x8) := x
2
1 + · · ·+ x28
and some other integral p-adic quadratic form. The proof of Lemma 9.4 in Chapter
2 of [MH] implies that for every prime p 6= 2
(12) Df−1p (2) ≤ sup
m∈Z
Dg−1p (m) ≤
1− p−4
1− p−3
so
(13) sup
m∈Z
∏
p 6=2
Df−1p (m) ≤
14ζ(3)
15ζ(4)
≤ 11
10
.
Assume that p = 2. It follows form the structure theorem of integral 2-adic
quadratic forms (Lemma 4.1 of Chapter 8 in [Ca]) that f (when regraded as an
integral 2-adic form) is equivalent to the sum of
(14) h(x1, x2) := 2x1x2
and some other integral 2-adic quadratic form. It is easy to see that if m ∈ Z is
even then Dh−1(m) = 2 while if m ∈ Z is odd then Dh−1(m) = 0. Thus,
(15) sup
m∈Z
Df−12 (m) ≤ 2.
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It is left to bound Df−1∞ (2). By Stirling’s approximation
(16) ωn ≤ 1√
npi
(
2pie
n
)n
2
Equations (4) and (6) imply that for n = 41
(17) Df−1∞ (2) =
n
2
√
disc(f)
ωny
n
2
−1 ≤
√
2n−5 · n
pi
·
(
2pie
n
)n
≤ 1
50
.
Equations (13), (15) and (17) imply
(18) Df−1∞ (2)
∏
p
Df−1p (2) ≤
1
20
.
Let g1, . . . , gk be representatives for the equivalence classes of even unimodular
positive definite quadratic forms of dimension 32 which do no represents 2. King
[Ki] proved that
(19)
k∑
i=1
|O(gi,Z)|−1 = 10968923
2
.
Let e8 be the unique (up to equivalence) even unimodular positive definite qua-
dratic form of dimension 8 (e8 corresponds to the root system E8). For every
1 ≤ i ≤ k define
(20) fi(x1, . . . , x41) = gi(x1, . . . , x32) + e8(x33, . . . , x40) + 2x
2
41.
Each fi is an even integral positive definite quadratic form of discriminant 2 and
dimension 41. Since there exists a unique genus of even umimodular positive definite
quadratic forms of dimension 32 all the fi’s belong to the same genus. Recall that
an integral quadratic form is called indecomposable if it not equivalent to the sum
of two integral quadratic forms of positive dimensions. For example, the gi’s are
indecomposable since every even unimodular quadratic forms of dimension smaller
than 24 represents the number 2. It is clear that every quadratic forms is equivalent
to the sum of indecomposable quadratic forms. A theorem of Eichler (Theorem 6.4 of
Chapter 2 in [MH]) states the if f is positive definite, then the number of times each
equivalence class of indecomposable quadratic forms appears in the decomposition
of f is uniquely determined. Thus, if 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ k, then fi and fj are not
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equivalent. Moreover, e8 is indecomposable so the integral orthogonal group of fi is
isomorphic to the direct product of the integral orthogonal groups of gi, e8 and 2x.
Since |O(e8,Z)| = 696729600
(21) M1 :=
k∑
i=1
|O(fi,Z)|−1 = 10968923
4|O(e8,Z)| ≥
3
1000
.
Complete f1, . . . , fk to a representative set f1, . . . , fk+t+s of the equivalence classes
in the genus of f1 and assume that all the forms fk+1, . . . , fk+t represent the number
2 and all the forms fk+t+1, . . . , fk+t+s do not represent the number 2. Our goal is to
show that s ≥ 3.
Define
(22) M2 :=
k+t∑
i=k+1
|O(fi,Z)|−1 and M3 :=
k+t+s∑
i=k+t+1
|O(fi,Z)|−1
The number of times e8 represents the number 2 is 240. Siegel’s mass formula
together with Equation (18) imply that
(23)
242M1 + 2M2
M1 +M2 +M3
≤ 1
20
.
Thus,
(24)
7
10
≤ 241M1 ≤ 1
20
M3 ≤ s
40
and s ≥ 28. The proof of Proposition 3 is now complete.
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